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Mexico City is more than just a city: it is a megalopolis. Depending on the source, the population statistics vary between the official 16 million to over 20 million, making it the world’s most populated city. Physically it is also dramatic. It is located 2,240 metres above sea level, and the combination of altitude and smog results in the inhabitants suffering from severe respiratory problems.1 It is important to be aware of the scale and size of the city in order to appreciate the challenges faced by a director when employing Mexico City on a metaphoric level, as a location or as a character. For a Hollywood example of an awareness of the city as a dramatic, visual backdrop, there is a scene in the film Traffic (dir Steven Soderberg) where a helicopter flies in over the city to land in the Zocalo, the central square. The characters are to meet Mexican officials in the government buildings. The size and scale of the buildings, and the national flag towering in the centre of the square, compare dramatically with the tiny figures below. The critic, David William Foster, described Mexico City in the following terms:

It is difficult to speak about Mexico City without being hyperbolic, whether in terms that are negative (its size, its population, its pollution, its infrastructure problems) or positive (its dynamism, its variegated street life, the intensity of its cultural production, the sheer originality of so much of Mexican culture on any level).2

In Amores perros the director humanises this megalopolis by telling the story of three of its inhabitants and of others in their milieu.  He shows the diversity of the city through characters from different classes and life experiences. This article examines the interaction between place and characters in Amores perros and the significance of Mexico City in the film’s mise-en-scène.   
   Due to its size, scale and turbulent history, Mexico City has provided a rich resource for writers for many years, for example, those of La Onda in the sixties, who specialised in gritty tales of street life.3 In contrast, up to the 1990s Mexican filmmakers created films based in rural settings, largely avoiding the capital city. The notable exception to this trend is the film Los olvidados, directed in 1950 by the Spanish director Luis Buñuel. His film caused controversy on its release and is considered by Foster to be ‘unquestionably the founding text of a Mexican urban filmmaking.’4 Los olvidados follows a group of ‘forgotten ones’, as the title suggests. That is they are disenfranchised, poor, urban youths trying to survive an alienating, and sometimes savage, urban wasteland. Some parallels can be drawn with the subsistence-level poverty shown through the story of the character Octavio in Amores perros. In order to understand the significance of the move from rural to urban filmmaking it is important to examine, in brief, three pivotal dates in the history of Mexico City. 
   The first is October 1968. This was the year Mexico hosted the Olympic Games, and international journalists were in the capital. Students and workers, influenced by the May 1968 movement in Europe, marched on the Plaza de las Tres Culturas (the Plaza of the Three Cultures, also known as Tlatelolco) demanding government reforms. The government reacted brutally. Soldiers were sent in and thousands of protestors were killed, many more were injured and hundreds were jailed. In the days following the massacre (as it is labelled in a key text by writer and journalist, Elena Poniatowska), there was a media blackout.5 Only the presence of journalists from around the world meant that the event got any coverage. The government was shamed by the international media coverage, and attention was drawn to its duplicitous nature. The party, the Partido Revolucionario Institutionalista (the Institutional Revolutionary Party), had been in government, in various guises, for fifty years since the end of the Revolution. This was a party which supported popular revolutions such as those of Cuba (1959) and Nicaragua (1978). Yet, on Mexican soil public demonstrations were not tolerated. As a result of this traumatic event, documentary narratives, novels, and films were produced and set in Mexico City with these events as a central defining moment. The city and its people became therefore subjects of narratives and the move from rural to urban was beginning. It is important to note that while textual narratives were written immediately after the event, such as Elena Poniatowska’s La noche de Tlatelolco (Massacre in Mexico 1971), films were not made until 1989. The first is Jorge Fons’s Rojo amanecer. In this film, he draws attention to Mexico City as a problematic space, with public spaces which are dangerous. In Foster’s words, Fons showed the city as ‘urban monster, the terrorist State and an inhospitable society’.6 It is a grim (lack of) development on the images presented in Buñuel’s earlier, pessimistic film. 1968, in the form of its portrayal in Rojo amanacer, laid the way for a growth in films located in the city.
   The second date is 1985, the date of a severe earthquake. The significance of the earthquake is twofold. Firstly, the reaction of the government to the events was slow and mired in corruption. Many people lost their homes and their livelihoods and found they had to survive with little, inadequate, assistance from the government. Secondly, the ‘quake drew attention to the geological instability of the city. Mexico City is a city built on a lake, so foundations are unstable and many buildings are literally sinking into the boggy land. It may be a megalopolis, but it is a highly unstable one. There are many buildings left derelict because the city’s government has not got the money to complete or renovate them.
   A third significant date is July 2000. The PRI which had governed Mexico for 71 years, was replaced by the Alianza por el cambio (Alliance For Change), a coalition between the Partido Acción Nacional (Party For National Change) and the Partido Verde Ecologista de México (Mexican Ecological Green Party). In the late-1990s PAN had already gained a majority in local government in Mexico City, thus ringing the changes for the future. From being ruled by a clientalist party whose leaders changed while structures remained the same  the so-called sexenio or six-year rule  Mexico came now to be governed by a party with different power bases. North American foreign policy has been wholeheartedly embraced, primarily in the guise of NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement), and neo-liberal economic policies have been adopted, often to the detriment of the film industry. Mexico is now a country entering a new era, hopeful that at the very least it has proved that it is a democracy in more than just name.
   These momentous events must also be combined with the particular circumstances of the Mexican film industry.7 The first Mexican-scripted film, Don Juan Tenorio, was produced in 1898. Gradually, the Mexican film industry grew to become the biggest in Latin America. From its nascent stages, Mexican filmmaking received government support in the form of guaranteed loans and exemption from taxes. It was also aided by sporadic U.S. and international investment throughout the century. As a result it experienced two boom periods: the so-called Golden Age in the 1930s-1950s and later in the 1970s the New Cinema (Grupo Nuevo Cine). Due to recession and increasing economic difficulties, from 1976 onwards government support for the film industry was gradually eroded, to the extent that in 1992 new laws brought in under the NAFTA negotiations meant that government protection of cinema was essentially nullified. In 1993 the state-owned Banco Nacional Cinematogáfico (National Cinematic Bank) collapsed, followed by the sale of the State-owned exhibitors Compañía Operadores de Teatros S.A. (COTSA) and the sale of many cinemas around the country. From this low point, and, arguably as a result of the sale of state assets, there was a simultaneous growth in foreign investment. The mid-to-late-1990s saw a rise in the numbers of multiplex cinemas and cinema ticket sales increased. Although financial aid from the government has decreased substantially, there has been a significant growth in the number of young directors who have made films on small budgets or who have set up their own production companies to self-finance their films. The 1990s saw a rise in the numbers of politically-engaged films by such independent film-makers. The first of these to gain international acclaim is the 1992 film Como agua para chocolate (dir. Alfonso Arau); another is El Mariachi (1992) directed by Robert Rodríguez. It is in the context of this new, vibrant wave of Mexican filmmakers that Amores perros has emerged.
   Amores perros has been a resounding success and has won the director, Alejandro González Iñárritu, many awards, including a BAFTA, the Cannes Critics’ Week award, and an Oscar nomination. González Iñárritu started his career as a radio DJ, which is reflected in the contemporary feel of the soundtrack to Amores perros. Like many young directors, such as the North American Spike Jonze, Iñárritu started his film career directing commercials. The production company he set up to produce his advertising work, Zeta films, helped finance Amores perros. The film was released in the summer of 2000, coinciding with the political changes in Mexico. González Iñárritu describes the film as a ‘very political film, though not overtly so. At the end of the day, it portrays the effects of 70-odd years of an extremely authoritarian political regime.’8 In that way it is a very negative portrait of a city, filled with isolated individuals with few supports and lacking even familial protection. 
   The narrative of the film is divided into three loosely interwoven stories. The central linking moment is a car crash which effects the lives of the three principal characters: Octavio, Valeria and El Chivo. Through this apparently tenuous link González Iñárritu builds a tightly-scripted and well-edited narrative. The style of the film changes with the change in characters from the first punchy, dramatic violent section through the middle slower section, and ending with a steady-paced final section. He used hand-held cameras, which give it an almost documentary feel. In an interview in Sight and Sound, González Iñárritu gives his assessment of the film: 

I think this film can be considered a drama, almost a tragedy, for with the car crash destiny comes into play. While the first and third episodes are profoundly realistic, the second is somehow set apart - what happens in it borders on the absurd, even on the comedy of the absurd. So for me it’s not so much a movie split into three separate stories as one single story split into three chapters. It’s a story that deals with human pain, love and death - which make no distinction of social class.9 

   Amores perros is essentially about Mexico city. The three separate chapters can be read as exemplary narratives, dealing with individual stories, set in the City. Chapter one is the story of Octavio, who is in love with his sister-in-law, Susana. His brother, Ramiro is a vicious bully, wife-beater and robber, who also works in a supermarket checkout. In the controversial scenes, which led to a campaign by the Royal Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals to have the film banned in Britain, Octavio enters his Rottweiler, Cofi, into illegal dogfights. The arenas where these fights take place are peopled by seedy and dangerous individuals. For the unemployed Octavio this is the only way out of poverty and of  as he sees it  saving his true love. The vicious dogfighting scenes are interspersed with images of the naïf Octavio buying baby food and nappies for his nephew. These are his attempts to show Susana that he can provide for her and her child, unlike his brother who claims not to have any money, although we see him robbing shops and, later, a bank. 
   Although we are largely following Octavio’s story in the first chapter, the director establishes clues that there are other stories within this narrative. In the beginning of episode one, Susanna, in school uniform, returns home. She accidentally lets Cofi out, then Ramiro and Octavio enter. Through their interactions and with the use of close-up camera work following gestures and facial expressions, their relationship is established. Through this scene, González Iñárritu has set up their domestic arrangement: the difficulties faced by Susanna combining parenting and school; and the tensions between the members of the household and its violent undercurrent. Cut to a dishevelled tramp with a gun watching a privileged man at lunch, whom he subsequently murders. Then, cut to a silent, distant couple with two squabbling children in the back of the car. The husband looks longingly at an advertisement for perfume featuring an image of a beautiful, blond model. Thus, we have been introduced to the principals, have been given an insight into their characters, and have had our curiosity aroused as to the relevance of their stories to the present narrative. It is through this device of constant teasers and gradual revelation of the narrative that González Iñárritu draws the audience in. The sequence of images are also significant. On its release, commentators remarked on the film’s dramatic violence. This is due, in part, to the bloody dogfights. Violence and drama are built upon through the juxtaposition of the mundane (the children squabbling in the car, a man having his lunch) with the sudden brutality of the anonymous man’s murder.
   Chapter two tells the story of Valeria and Daniel. Daniel is the wistful husband we saw earlier in the car, who leaves his wife to live with the model from the earlier billboard, Valeria. The first night together in their new apartment, Valeria goes out to buy a bottle of wine to celebrate and is involved in the car crash of the opening scene. She returns home only to have her dog, Richie, follow a ball down a hole in the floor and disappear under the floorboards. The whimpering dog under the floorboards is the absurd, even comic, element González Iñárritu referred to earlier. After many scenes, where Valeria and Daniel are seen crawling around the floor trying to locate the dog, Daniel recovers it. The lost dog, Richie, represents the tensions in their relationship. When Daniel finds the starved, rat-eaten dog the viewer has had many clues to connect the relationship with the missing animal. So, when we see Richie and, later, Valeria return from the hospital to see the floorboards ripped apart, we know that the couple have become emotionally distant and have gone a long way from their first flirtatious embrace. 
   In chapter three we follow El Chivo’s story. We discover, through dialogue between a corrupt policeman and a nervous future client of El Chivo, that the gun-wielding tramp was formerly a college lecturer, later became a left-wing guerilla and, after several years in prison, is now a hitman. Contrary to the probable expectations of the viewer, since he has been given another hit to carry out, the main focus of his story is not primarily concerned with him killing another man. Instead, the story focuses on his wish to be reunited with his abandoned child, who is now an adult living a comfortable middle-class existence. El Chivo has surrounded himself with dogs in quite a democratic fashion. They are all strays of different breeds and sizes  from large dogs to toy dogs  which suggests that they have been abandoned by owners from different classes.10 His connection to the crash is as witness. After the crash he saves Octavio’s dog Cofi, who on being cured by El Chivo savagely kills El Chivo’s dogs. In one of many moments which serve as a glimpse at the humanity of the character, El Chivo goes to shoot the dog and finds that he cannot. This can be read in two ways: it represents either a curious inability to kill an animal, by a man who killed another so easily earlier in the film, or, alternatively, it can be seen to represent the changes that have happened in El Chivo since he saw the death notice of his ex-wife in the newspaper. The narrative follows El Chivo’s metamorphosis from hitman to respectable middle-aged man, facing into a new future. The strength of this chapter is that not only does the director make the transition plausible, but also that he makes it desirable. 
   The completion of each chapter does not achieve closure for the characters within the unit. Instead, the chapter structure allows for the characters to dominate that section, allowing the characters to breathe, as it were, all the while interconnecting developments in the narratives of the other characters. If compared with other films using the same three-part, episodic form, such as the German film Run Lola, Run or the American film Go, Amores perros has achieved something new. Both Run Lola, Run and Go use the three-part format to different ends. In Run Lola, Run the character plays out three different possible scenarios in the events of one day, each episode, consequently, negating the previous one. The film is conjectural. Tom Tykwer explores a ‘what if’ scenario; that is, he asks, what if certain elements of the day had gone differently, how would this narrative develop? In Go, we follow three different stories of three different characters from the same milieu on one night out in L.A.. Therefore, there is some repetition as the camera shifts point of view in the different sections. What both of these films have in common is that the audience gets a sense of the group dynamics of a specific number of people. In Run Lola, Run it is of Lola and her family; in Go it is of a small number of friends in their late teens. In contrast, in Amores perros the way the stories are developed, the simultaneous present of the narratives, the differing social classes and their interconnectedness in one physical space, becomes, as a narrative whole, an image of Mexico City.
   The title, Amores perros, emphasises the thematic concerns of the film. ‘Amores perros’ can be understood, as the English translation suggests, to mean ‘love is a bitch’, a central theme in the film. Another possible translation is ‘dog love’. The translators obviously decided to avoid any of the sleazy undertones the latter title might suggest. The ambiguity in the Spanish is important to understand in order to pinpoint the other significant thematic concern in the film: the relationship between humans and dogs. This relationship functions to provide an extra dimension to the narrative. The Rottweiller, Cofi, is Octavio’s way of escaping poverty and possibly living out a romantic dream with Susana. The little house pet, Richie, is the bathetic symbol of Valeria and Daniel’s failing relationship. El Chivo’s dogs at first humanise him, showing his ability to love and care for others, and later Cofi’s actions provide El Chivo with the impetus to change his way of life. The dogs also have different functions for the individuals’ relationship to the city. Octavio’s Rottweiller exists to fight, as a source of income. Cofi is cared for relative to his potential earnings. We accompany Octavio as he ventures into spaces inhabited by a violent criminal underclass. Valeria has a house pet, which she describes on a talk show as her son. Such a pampered pet can only belong to someone with the time and money to give it considerable attention. It is a pet to be held in her arms, to be protected when outside and to be cosseted at home. El Chivo looks after strays who sometimes function as a cover when he is stalking a victim, and at other times they are his companions. The strays are displaced from their original owners, as Cofi is from Octavio. Just as El Chivo is an outsider, invisible in his poverty and apparent madness, the strays, when without owners, do not have rights. This is shown when Octavio’s nemesis in the dogfighting arena, Jarucho, attempts to set his dog on El Chivo’s strays, not seeing him nearby. El Chivo’s presence (and his machete) can protect them. 
   Characters do not just function on street level. The film moves in and out of different domestic spaces. For Octavio the domestic space is tense. His mother, who is only seen inside the house, rarely speaks. She appears powerless, unable to curb the violence in the home. Ignorant of how Ramiro earns a living, she can only look on resignedly as her children abandon her. If the street life is epitomised in the dank rooms and cluttered spaces where the dogs fight, then it can also serve as a parallel for the domestic relationships in Octavio’s home. For Valeria, the apartment becomes a prison. The accident has changed her from being a woman with an independent income, who, as can be seen from her television appearance, lived a very public life as compared to her later confinement. The confinement is shown to be disabling. She whiles away the time bored, reading lifestyle magazines and being sporadically tormented by the sounds of the trapped, whimpering dog. As her health disimproves and her self-esteem dwindles, her primary interaction with outside spaces is looking at an advertising billboard out through a window in the apartment. The perfume advertisement is an image of her in a short dress, bent over provocatively. The billboard at first functioned as a representation of her status as a model and gradually appears to taunt her. In the beginning she is an image before she is introduced as a character. She first appeared on the billboard and later on a television screen. The accident is pivotal to her character. Over the course of the film, her sense of self is eroded, leaving behind an angry, shaken woman. Private spaces function differently for each character. El Chivo lives in an open space, probably a disused warehouse. He lives in filth, his clothes are dirty and his hair is matted, he is surrounded by refuse. He is a recluse, not welcoming intrusion. His domestic space is a refuge from the streets. The ways which characters move in and out of public spaces are also significant. Octavio has freedom to move in and out of his home but does not seem safe anywhere. Valeria is trapped, almost immobile in her home. El Chivo is the only one who appears to have any freedom. He is other, outside of societal rules, often even invisible, and therefore able to move freely between public and private spaces.
   The film shows that the distinct spaces occupied by the characters are due to class differences. The action shifts from the narrow streets and dark underground spaces occupied by Octavio, to the wooden-floored apartment where Valeria lives and to the filthy warehouse inhabited by El Chivo. El Chivo, as a tramp and a hitman, curiously straddles class differences. His job has rendered him invisible. He is a filthy recluse who can command large sums of money, yet lives in squalor. Through his story, stalking his next victim and following his daughter, we get access to a privileged class. His daughter lives in a large comfortable home in a tree-lined street. His victims eat in restaurants and go to expensive hotels for afternoon sex. The lives of the characters and physical spaces they can occupy are distinct, giving a sense of a complete portrait of Mexico City.
   Space is also shown to be highly gendered. The critic Jean Franco, employing the theories of Hannah Arendt, has drawn attention to how public spaces are read as the male domain in Mexico.11 Women are only rarely seen in public spaces in Amores perros, and when they are there is a sense of imminent danger. Susana appears only briefly in public spaces. The first is when she is returning home. On entering the house Cofi escapes. She does not pursue the dog, as for her to venture far from the domestic would be transgressive and dangerous. The second is a brief glimpse of her huddled close to Ramiro when they escape together. Valeria is also only seen twice in public. The first is on a television chat show, accompanied by a male friend posing as her partner. The second is at the time of the accident. Although any alternative but to stay at home is implicitly denied her, it is clear that her time spent in the apartment proved unhealthy. Consequently, her final return from hospital, in a wheelchair with one leg amputated, is pessimistic and inevitable. The billboard advertisement has been removed, and she has to give up on her past freedom. Her beauty was the key to her access to public spaces which she now must renounce. Octavio’s mother is only seen in the domestic space. She is an archetypal long-suffering mother whose primary concern is not to upset Ramiro. He is the patriarch whose dominance must be maintained despite his unreliability and violent nature. In the film women’s space is clearly established as the domestic. 
   In contrast, men have both power in the domestic and may venture out to the streets. Although they may face dangers there, it is their right to fight for their space in these streets. The critic Charles Ramírez Berg contends that the nation-state is ‘a national male symbol in Mexico’.12 He continues: 

Machismo is the name of the mutual agreement between the patriarchal state and the individual male in Mexico. Through it the individual acts out an implicit, socially understood role - el macho - which is empowered and supported by the state. The state in turn is made powerful by the male’s identification with and allegiance to it. Both the nation and the individual male forge their identity in the macho mold. More than a cultural tradition, then, machismo is the ideological fuel driving Mexican society.13

Ramírez Berg argues that Mexican national identity is forged through machismo. The macho and the state co-exist in a symbiotic relationship. Therefore, in the context of Amores perros, Mexico City is not only a male space, it is male. It bears negative characteristics ascribed to masculinity of violence, brutality and physical danger. It is macho in the worst sense of the word. The megalopolis will not change. Thus the only way to survive it is to escape. 
   That Mexico City must be escaped is echoed in another film which got much international attention Y tu mamá también (2001). In that film Mexico City is represented as corrupt, alienating and brutal. The film is the coming-of-age story of two boys in their late teens. Accompanied by an older woman, they go on a road trip to the beach. The early part of the film establishes their respective places in society: one is a highly privileged son of a corrupt politician who lives in a large house on the outskirts of the city; and the other is lower-middle class, living in a small apartment with his mother in the centre of the city. Their escape from Mexico is shown to be desirable. They must escape so that they can become men without the constraints of either their social class or the routine of life in the capital. The moment of their departure is therefore significant. The city is grey and dull, and the road is clogged with traffic and people. On their way they meet a friend on a demonstration. The presence of the protest highlights the problems of the city. They leave all of this behind and drive off into open roads and bright colours, dramatic scenery and adventure. Where the city is chaotic, the countryside is folkloric and picturesque. Like González Iñárritu, the director Alfonso Cuarón presents a negative portrait of Mexico City. In contrast to Cuarón, who shows more of a birds-eye view of the city, González Iñárritu shows Mexico City from the point of view of the characters. He brings the city down to human level.
   A megalopolis is difficult to conceive, it is so vast and diverse. By recording individual stories it is humanised. In Amores perros González Iñárritu presents a violent, complex city populated by alienated individuals. Through the individual stories he offers some hope, but that hope is found through escape. Through a variety of techniques: hand-held camerawork, sharp close ups, fast-paced editing, the juxtaposition of contrasting images, a judiciously chosen film score and so on, the film has an edgy feel. González Iñárritu avoids total nihilism with the ambiguous final scene. In this scene El Chivo walks into the horizon, fleeing the city and leaving his past behind. In contrast, by staying Octavio and Valeria must continue to struggle to survive the emotional and physical hardships that the city presents. By humanising the city González Iñárritu in Amores perros shows just how inhuman it can be.
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